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The linear homogeneous system of differential equations is a good basic 
model for perturbation problems because many useful properties of the solu- 
tions of linear equations are readily established. In this article, conditions are 
imposed upon a linear system of differential equations which imply that the 
linear system is either conditionally uniformly stable, conditionally asymp- 
totically stable, or conditionally uniformly asymptotically stable. Then, a class 
of perturbation terms is found which asymptotically preserves the solutions 
of the linear system that satisfy a prescribed growth condition. The class of 
perturbation terms is suflicicntly general to include functions which possess 
retarded, advanced, or a combination of retarded and advanced arguments. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRKLIMINARIES 
Consider the linear homogeneous system of ordinary differential equations 
y’(t) =. WY(Q (‘1 
where A(t) is a continuous, complex valued, la x n matrix defined on the 
real line R. Let Y(t) be the fundamental solution matrix of (I) which satisfies 
the initial condition Y(0) =-: I,, ( w h ere I, is the KZ x n identity matrix). 
The symbol 1 * 1 will denote some convenient norm of a vector and its 
corresponding matrix norm. The solution of (I) which passes through the 
point (to, ys) will be designated by y(t; t, , y,J. 
Let X and Y denote Banach spaces. C[X, Y] wii1 denote the space of 
continuous functions from X to Y with the compact-open topology. We 
will denote complex Euclidean n-space by C”. 
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T,ct B be a compact subset of H and suppose that the function (Y. is a 
given function in C[R x B, R]. For each t E R, define the function T, where 
T : R x C[R, C”] -+ C[B, C”] 
by the equality 
w, XP) = .qa(t, w, 0 E B. 
If M is a matrix instead of a vector, T(t, ICI) is defined in an analogous 
manner. The functional differential equation 
x’(t) .= A(t) x(t) if(t, T(t, x)), t E R, (2) 
where f c C[R >< C[B, C”], C”] will be considered in this article. In par- 
ticular, by using the behavior of a particular manifold of solutions of the 
linear system (1) for motivation, we determine the asymptotic growth of a 
corresponding manifold of solutions of (2). 
To motivate the hypotheses which are imposed upon the linear system (1) 
later in the paper, we note that R” can be decomposed as the direct sum 
where the subspaces Xi , i = 0, iI, CO, are determined in the following 
manner. The n-vector y,, is in X, if and only if the solution y(t; 0,~“) is 
bounded on R; yu is in X-, Q) X0 if and only if y(t; 0, y,) is bounded on 
[0, co); yu is in XI G X,, if and only if y(t; 0,~“) is bounded on (-W, 01; 
and X, is the direct complement of X0 $ X.., 3 X, . Projections Pi , 
i = 0, Ii- 1, co, may be defined by 
rice ; xi ) i z 0, ..kl, co, 
and may be chosen in such a manner that they are supplementary. Using 
these projections, y(t; t, , y,J can be written as 
rp; t, , Y”) = [@o(C t”) -f @-,(t; to) I- @,(t; to) -I @,(C 4JlYo , (3) 
where 
@&; to) .= Y(t) PiY-‘(t”), i 7. 0, 3.1, co. (4) 
Our basic hypotheses on the solutions of (1) will essentially consist of condi- 
tions which are imposed upon the matrices in (4). 
The subspace X= and the corresponding projection l’, apparently have 
not been utilized in connection with the perturbation problem being 
developed here, even in the special case where (2) is an ordinary differential 
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equation. In fact, when A is a constant matrix whose characteristic roots 
with zero real part have linear elementary divisors, then the space X, can 
always be taken to be (01. However, if this is not the case for A or A is time 
dependent, the subspacc X, can be nontrivial. For example, the differential 
equation 
y’(t) : : 2ty(t) 
which has y(l) -= et2 as a solution ihStrdteS this remark. As is demonstrated 
below, the projection P, plays a different role in this perturbation problem 
than the other projections. The projection P, is used to determine a set 
of bifurcation type equations and, thus acts upon the perturbation term 
while the remaining projections are concerned with the linear system (I j. 
The functional Eq. (2) ma include a combination of retarded, advanced, y 
or mixed arguments. For this reason, it is necessary that the Eq. (2) be 
considered on the entire real axis R rather than some ray. There are relatively 
few research papers in ordinary differential equations which have discussed 
asymptotic properties of the Eq. (2) on the entire real line. Two related 
works that do are by Corduneanu [5] and Coppcl [3, pp. 136-1381. The 
hypotheses which will be imposed upon Eq. (1) are extensions of those 
suggested by Coppcl’s results. 
Perturbation problems for ordinary differential equations which arc 
similar to the ones developed here may bc found in the Refs. [I, 4, 1 l]. 
Some rclatcd articles which allow retarded arguments in the perturbation 
term are [9, 10, 12, 13; 14, Chap. 1; 17, Chap. 81. For purposes of com- 
parision, we note that Kurzwcil [I31 has an autonomous ordinary differential 
equation as his unperturbed equation while Hale and Pcrello [lo] have 
an autonomous functional equation as the unperturbed equation in their 
perturbation problem. 
The results obtained here appear to be new, even when (2) is an ordinary 
differential equation, because of the introduction of the proUjcction P, , 
the allowable degree of nonlinearity off, and the general asymptotic growth 
conditions which arc imposed upon the solutions. of Eq. (I). 
As vve have mentioned, our class of perturbation terms includes more 
than just ordinary function type perturbations; it also includes retarded 
and advanced functional arguments. The motivation to formulate such a 
general class of perturbation functions was provided by some recent notes 
of Driver [6] and some of his related papers [7, 81. The equations considered 
by Driver contain simultaneously an advanced and a delayed argument 
and are models for the two body problem of electrodynamics. We point 
out that our formulation is not general enough to treat the equations in 17, 81. 
We will now briefly outline the contents of the remaining sections of 
the paper. Section 2 presents some analogues of known lemmas (due to 
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Coppel [3, pp. 68, 741, Conti [2], and Hallam [ll]) that are utilized in the 
sequel. The asymptotic results in Qcction 3 are obtained under the basic 
assumption that the linear system (1) is conditionally asymptotically stable 
or conditionally uniformly asymptotically stable. In Section 4, the conditional 
uniform stability case is considered. The last section presents some examples 
to demonstrate how the theorems may be utilized to yield new results and 
the class of equations to which these theorems apply. 
2. SOMME BASIC LEMMAS 
The following lemmas indicate the relationship between some hypotheses 
used in the succeeding sections and the decomposition of the solution space 
of (1) in the manner indicated by (3). In each of the lemmas, Y(t), p(t), 
and P(t) are nonsingular n x n matrices that are continuous on R; P is a 
projection; and q satisfies the inequality 1 < q < CL). 
LEMMA 1. (i) Let there exist constants t, and K > 0 such that 
[/lo ! p(t) u(t) PY-l(s) I’(+ ds]“q < K t > t, ; 
and suppose that 
Then, 
I 
m 1 P(t)/?‘(t)‘--y dt - co. 
‘,l+c / /3(t) Y(t)zJ 1 = 0 
(ii) Let there exist constants t, and K > 0 such that 
[Jr j /l(t) Y(t) PY-l(s) r(s)ln ds]“* < K, t < t, ; 
and suppose that 
s 
’ F(t) ,&‘(t)l~-” dt = m. 
-m 
Then, 
lim / /3(t) Y(t)P I = 0. t-+-m 
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Proof. We will sketch the details of the proof of statement (i). L>efine 
h(t) =- j r- l(t) Y(t)P 1-g; then, from the identity 
r-‘(t) w>p ,:, 44 02 
t = 
I 
I-(t) /3-‘(t) /3(t) Y(t) PY-l(s) r(s) P’(s) Y(s) Ph(s) ds, 
iv 
it follows by using Holder’s inequality that 
i F(t) Y(t)P j (f. h(s) ds)lig < K / I”(t)/3-l(t);, t, < t. (5) 
In an analogous manner, one can show that 
j p(f) Y(t)P j < K [!I0 h(s) ds]-liq, t,, < t. 
The conclusion of the lemma will follow provided it is established that 
I co h(s) ds = cc. to 
Let H(t) I:: $, h(s) ds; then, from (5) it follows that 
H’(t) I-r-‘(t) < --K-Q ) P(t) /3-‘(t);-“, t, < i. 
Integrating from t, to t (to < ti) leads to 
Ii exp [K-q 11, ; Pi(s) fi-i(s),-* ds] :< H(t), t, <> t; 
this implies that lim,,, H(t) = CO which yields the desired conclusion. 
A proof, similar to the one above, can be given for statement (ii). An 
alternate approach which notes that (ii) is an immediate consequence of 
(i) has been kindly suggested by the referee. We introduce the functions 
j?, Y, and F by means of the equations 
k) = 8(-h P(T) = Y(-T), f(T) = q-T), (--cc < T < 02). 
Using these definitions, we obtain 
,:, ; B(T) P(T) Pp-l(u) f(a) * do 
I :” ) /3(t) Y(t) PY-‘(s) l-(s):* ds 
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Therefore, the hypotheses of (ii) imply that the matrices p, p, and f satisfy the 
hypotheses of (i). This in turn implies that limT+ 1 ,&(T) P(,)P 1 : 0; this 
gives the conclusion of (ii). 
The next lemma is given only to relate our hypotheses in Sections 3 
and 4 below to the decomposition (3). It is not required in the proofs of 
our theorems. 
LEMMA 2. Let there exist constants t, , KI > 0, and K2 > 0 such that 
and 
Then, 
1 P(t) /l-‘(t), < K2 , t 3 t, . 
for all 5 such that 1’6 -/ 0. 
(ii) Let there exist constants to, KI > 0, and K, > 0 such that 
[jl, j /3(t) Y(t) PY--l(s) I’(s)l” ds]“* < KI , t < t, , 
and 
Then, 
1 P’(t) p.-‘(t)’ < K2 , t < t, . 
for all 5 such that Pf #- 0. 
PYOOJ The proof of(i) will be indicated. Define h(t) .= I/3(t) Y(t) P[ i-9; 
then, the Hijlder inequality implies that 
.r 
J (1 
h s ds * j ,8(t) Y(t) P5 ; < K,K, 
t 
[if j p(s) Y(s) Pf i-4 ds]‘q-l’iR. 
Therefore, 
J 
-r h(s) ds :; K,“K;,‘I ,8(t) Y(t) Pt I-” 
t 
which implies that 
J 
.co 
h(s) ds < 03. 
Thus, it follows that 
,iig ! P(t) y(t) p5 I -; a. 
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3. 'THE CONDITIONAL ASYMPTOTIC STABII.ITY CASE 
In this section an asymptotic equivalence between the systems (1) and (2) 
will be established under conditions which imply that the linear system (1) 
is conditionally asymptotically stable. Theorem 1 extends the previously 
mentioned results of Coppel [3, p. 1371 in several ways; namely, the general 
functional Eq. (2) that is considered, the degree of nonlinearity that is 
allowed, the introduction of the pair r, /3 and the utilization of the projection 
P, . Theorem 2 is a generalization of a result of Conti [2], Hallam [II], 
and Staikos [15] in the above directions. Theorem 3 demonstrates that, 
in certain instances, the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2 can be weakened 
if it is known that the linear system (1) is conditionally uniformly asymp- 
totically stable. 
Throughout the remainder of this article, I’ = r(l) and ,6 - p(t) will 
he nonsingular, continuous 71 x II matrices defined on ii. 
'rHEORE31 1. suppose that Eqs. (1) and (2) satisfy! the following hypotheses: 
(i) There exist supplementary projections Pi , i = 0, :+l, 03, and a 
constant K >. 0 such that 
“’ 
1 . . ..L 
’ ,8(t) Qt-,(t; S) F(S), ds f i j: ; P(t) G$(t; S) I'(S), ds 
(7) 
f 
I 
: ) /3(t) Gqt; s) r(s)1 ds $4 K, t E R, 
where the matrices Qi , i = 0, $1, cc, are as in (4). 
(ii) 
I 
03 
/ I’-‘(s)~-‘(s): l ds =- x; 
j , P(s) /3-'(s); -' ds :- x. 
--P 
(iii) Fur each (t, $I) in R x C[B, CL], 
P&Y-l(t) f (t, $) -.- 0. 
(iv) There exists an w E C[R x C[B, I?,.], R J, where R+ L (I E R 1 Y > 0}, 
such that w(t, Y) is nondecreasing in Y for each fixed t E R and such that, for 
each (t, IJ) E R x C[B, R”], 
I r ‘(tlf (4 1cI)I < 4, qt, 8) . # Ii,). (8) 
(Here, 1 u tB denotes suptED I u(t)\). 
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(v) There exists a solution y = y(t) of (1) and constants A, p with 
h > p > 0 such that I p(t) y(t)] < p for all t E R and the conditions 
and 
are satisfied. 
sup w(t, A) < (A - p) K-1 
IER 
lim w(t, A) = 0 ,t!->X 
(9) 
(10) 
Then, under these hypotheses, there exists a solution x = x(t) of (2) such that 
J /3(t) x(t)! < h fir all t E R and 
lim 1 /l(t) x(t)1 - 0. it;-n (11) 
Proof. Let C, denote the Banach space of continuous functions x = x(t) 
from R to 0” such that /3(t) x(t) is b ounded on R. The norm of an element 
x E C’s is given by ] x jB = supkR / p(t) x(t)l. We will consider the closed 
convex subset C’s,, of C’s defined by 
c,,, =I {x E cs 1 , x ‘3 < A}. 
For x E C,,, , define the operator F by the equation 
Fx(t) = y(t) -I-. 1” @-,(t; s)f(s, T(s, x)) ds 
--m 
- s ; @,(t ; 4 f s> T(s, 4) ds. (12) 
From (7) (8) and (9) and the fact that I /3(t) x(t)! < A (t E R) implies 
j T(t, p) T(t, x)IB < A, it follows that 
$(t>W>l G : P(t)y(t>! + SUP 4, 4 e ] j’ i B(t) @& s> r(s)1 A
taR --z 
I , ( j: I B(t) @o(t; 4 WI ds 1 + j, i P(t) @ICC .9 r(s)! ds/ 
< A, (t E R). (13) 
The inequality (13) shows that F : C,,, + CD., . 
We will demonstrate that F has a fixed point in C,,, by using the Schauder 
Tychonoff Theorem. Next, we begin by showing that F is continuous on 
C 8,A. Suppose that x, x, (n = 1, 2,...) are in C,., and (xn} converges 
uniformly to x on compact subintervals of R. Then, for any compact 
subinterval I = [t* , t*] of R, it must be shown that Fx, converges uniformly 
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to Fx on I. Suppose E > 0 is given; by virtue of (lo), one can choose t, 
sufficiently large so that -t, < ti and 
sup w(t, A) < c/6K; (14) 
-dt<-tl 
and such that t* < t, and 
sup w(t, A) < qf6K. (15) 
t,.< f<rn 
Since 13 is compact and f, T, and E are continuous, there exists a number M 
such that 
sup I I’-‘(t)V(t, T(t, x,)) -f(t, T(t, x))]i < 5’3K, n > N. (16; 
-tl<f<tl 
From (12) and (14)-(16), it follows that for t E I, 
l,~(t)[FX,(t) -FX(t)]i 
d j-” 1 ,B(t> @Jt; s> I’(s)i [r F@>f@, T(s, X& -;- I r-‘(S>f(s, T(s, x&Id: 
-a 
+ 1 
.t 
-tl I B(t) @-l(t; S) r(s)i I r-‘(s)[f(s, T(s, xn)) --f(s, ?‘(s, x>>li ds 
-r !‘: I /3(t) Qi,(t; s) r(s); j I’-‘(s)V(s, T(s, x,)) -j-h T(s> x)>II as 
-; 1:’ j /3(t) $(t; s) r(s): , r-1 (W’(s> l’(s, 4) - f(s, ?‘(s, x))II ds 
+ 1; i B(t) WC 9 W [! Vs)f(s, 7’(s, x,))’ $ j I-(s)f(s, T(s, ix))@ 
I 
. f j;,, ,8(t) @-,(t; s) r(s): ds .-t 
’ -‘I 
.I.,’ ! 
p(t) Dl(t; s) I’(s) ds[ 
66 (n > iv). 
Therefore, F is continuous. 
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Since FC,,, _C C’s,, , it is clear that FCB,, is uniformly bounded on each 
compact subinterval of R. The fact that x = Fx is a solution of the linear 
nonhomogeneous equation 
dz/dt = A(t)z +f(t, T(t, x)) 
implies that (Fx)’ is uniformly bounded on compact subintervals of R. 
Thus, FC,,, is equicontinuous on every compact subinterval of R. The 
Ascoli-Arzela Theorem now establishes that Fq is compact. 
The Schauder-Tychonoff Theorem implies that F has a fixed point 
in G,, ; that is, there exists an x in C’s,, such that 
x(t) = y(t) + s”, @-,(t; S)f(& m x)) 
- s ; @l(C S)f(S, w, 4). (17) 
Using hypothesis (iv), a direct computation shows that x = x(t) as given 
by (17) is a solution of (2). 
It remains to show that (11) holds; first, consider lim,,, 1 P(t)[x(t) - y(t)]/. 
Let E > 0 be given; choose tz > 0 such that if j t j > ta then 
sup w(t, h) < c/4K. 
ttt>tz 
(18) 
Lemma I(i) with q = 1 implies that 
k? I B(t) Y(t) pi I = 0, i = -1,O. 
Therefore, t3 (t, 2 tz) can be chosen so that 
I P(t) Y(t) Pi I j”, I Y-Wf(s, T(s, 4)l ds < c/4, t 3 t3, i = -1,o. 
* (19) 
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Then for t > t, , WC obtain from (1’7-(lg), 
l ~(~)[~(t) - Y(t~~! d 1 j:"IB(t) @-,(c S>f(S, Il'(sx)): a5 
-L i p(t) y(t)& I j", IY-l(+f(s, T(s, xl>! ds 
+ j: ! 0) @UC s)~(s, l’(s, x>)I ds 
2 
-:- i p(t) Y(t) PO \ jt" ! Y-‘(s)f’(s, I+, x)): ds 
-k j’ i ,5?(1) $(t; &I, Il’(s, x))! ds 
t2 
!. j; ) ,B(t) $(t; s) r(s)/ dsj -1 c/2. (20) 
This shows that lim,,, 1 ,3(t)[x(t) -y(t)]: = 0. The argument used to 
establish the remaining limit (t --f -“c) in (I 1) is similar to the one given 
above. Lemma l(ii) is useful in this portion of the proof; it implies that 
,I-ii= ; /3(t) Y(t) Pi ; == 0, i = 0, 1. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Next, an analog of the previous theorem is presented by requiring an 
“LQ-type” hypothesis as opposed to the L’ case which was investigated there. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that Eqs. (1) and (2) satisfy the following hypotheses: 
(i) There exist supplementary projections Pi , i = 0, il, m, and 
constants K, q, with K > 0 and 1 < q < co, such that 
[j” ~- 1 p(t) @-‘(t; s) I’(s)if’ dslJio + [ 1 jb I p(t) QO(t; S) r(s)l” ds I]“” 
-7 ’ [jr ’ /3(t) @&; s) I+)(0 ds]“* < K, t E R. (21) 
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s 
a i T-l(t) p -‘(t)i--” di? =030; 
s ; F(t)p(t)p dt = 03. --m 
(iii) Conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
(iv) There exists u solution y = y(t) and constants A, p with h > p > 0 
such that 1 ,B(t)y(t)J < p for all t E R and 
[S 
P 
w”(t, A) dt 
--P 1 
1lP 
< (A - p)i3K p-l -i- y-l = 1, (22) 
is satisfied. 
Then, under these hypotheses, there exists a solution x -_ x(t) of (2) such that 
I j?(t) x(t)1 < h for all t E R and the order relation (11) is sat@ed. 
Proof. ‘The proof clos 1 e y resembles that of Theorem 1; only the essential 
differences will be indicated. For x E C’s,, , define Fx by (15). To show 
that the containment 
FG,, c: Cw (23) 
holds, consider the cases t 3 0 and t < 0 separately. USC the HGlder 
inequality to obtain the desired analog of inequality (13) and then inequality 
(22) can be applied to obtain (23). 
To establish the continuity of F, proceed as in the proof of Theorem 1 
with (14) replaced by 
[I 
-h 
1 
l/P 
w”(t, A) dt < +K, (24) 
-30 
and (15) replaced by 
Ii 
I) 
I 
l/P 
t, 44 4 dt < 46K. (25) 
The right side of (16) is then replaced by a/3K(2t,)l~‘P. With these modifica- 
tions and the appropriate usage of the Holder inequality, the continuity 
of F follows. The remainder of the details of the proof that F has a fixed 
point in C,,, and that this fixed point is a solution of (2) follow those of 
Theorem I. 
To show that the limit (I I) holds, replace (18) by 
[S 
-tz 
1 
l/P 
w”(i, A) dt < l i6K 
-m 
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and 
.rr. 
[I I 
llP 
d(t, A) dt < e/6K. 
- t* 
Lemma 1, for the case I < 4 < co, again implies that 
,‘,iITl= ( p(t) Y(t) Pi =’ 0, i = -1,o. 
The remainder of the proof is essentially the same as that given above. 
The next result deals with the case where the linear system (I) is con- 
ditionally uniformly asymptotically stable. 
‘I’IIEOREM 3. Suppose that the Eqs. (1) and (2) satisfy the folZowing 
hypotheses: 
(i) There exist supplementary projections Pi , i .= 0, i_ 1, CO, and 
positive constants Kj , ai, j = I, 2, 3, such that for t, s in R, 
! /3(t) rP_ ,(t; s) T(s)i < Kle-al(t- ‘), 
1 /?(t) d$(t; s) T(s); < K2edt+‘; 
) /3(t) cDl(t; s) r(s)! < K3e-“3(S-t), 
t > s; 
t < s; 
(26) 
(ii) Let conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 1 be satisfied; 
(iii) Let condition (ii) of Theorem 2 hold for some q, 1 <i q < m; 
(iv) There exists a solution y = y(t) of (1) and constants A, p with 
X > p > 0 such that if 
(a) q =: 1 then conditions (9) and (10) are satis$ed with 
(b) 1 < q, then condition (22) is satisfied with K as in (a): 
Then, under these hypotheses, there exists a solution x = x(t) of (2) such that 
( /l(t) x(t)! 5:; h for all t E R and (11) is valid. 
Proof. Condition (26) implies that (7) and (21) hold with 
h’ = K,a;’ + Kzc4, -l -!- K,a,l. 
The theorem is now a consequence of Theorems 1 and 2. 
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Remark. The uniqueness of the solution x = x.(l) of (2) can be guaranteed 
if in addition to the above assumptions on F, it is known that f satisfies a 
Lipschitz condition on R x C[B, R”] with sufficiently small Lipschitz 
constant. The Banach contraction mapping theorem can be applied in 
this instance (see, for example, [3, p. 1371) to yield the existence as well as 
the uniqueness of X. 
4. THE UNIFORM STABILITY CASE 
When the linear system (1) is conditionally uniformly stable, a result 
that is similar to the previous theorems may be obtained. In fact, the duality 
of the Lq norm on the matrices Qi and theLP norm on the comparison function 
w is still present in this instance. If (2) is an ordinary differential equation 
then special cases of the result below have been investigated by Massera 
and Schaffer [I 51, Coppel [4], and Braucr and Wong [I]. 
TIIEOREIG 4. Suppose that Eqs. (1) and (2) satisfy the following hypotheses: 
(i) There exist supplementary projections Pi , i : : 0, &I, CO, and a 
constant K > 0 such that for t, s in R 
1 B(t) @-I(& s) T(s)! < K, s s: t; 
1 /3(t) @“(t; s) F(s)j < K; 
! j?(t) @,(t; s) I’(s); :< K, t :g s; 
(ii) Conditions (iii) and (iv) of Theorem I are satisfied; 
(iii) There exists a solution y =- y(t) of (1) and constants A, p with 
h > p > 0 such that / @(t)y(t)i < p for all t E R and 
I7 w(t, A) dt < (A - p)/2K 
m 
Then, under these hypotheses, there exists a solutiorl x = x(t) of (2) .wA that 
i /3(t) x(t): < h for all t E R. In addition, if 
ii: [ /3(t) Y(t) Pi [ =: 0, i = -1,o; 
and 
fi,m i /3(t) Y(t) Pi 1 = 0, i = 0, 1; 
then, (I 1) holds. 
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The proof is similar to the one given by Brauer and Wang in the case of 
ordinary differential equations. The techniques which are necessary to 
make the desired modifications have been demonstrated above. 
5. ~XAhIPLliS 
Some examples are given to illustrate the results developed in the previous 
sections. The first example points out some of the types of functional 
equations that can be treated within the framework of Eq. (2). Example 2 
shows that the introduction of the matrix function /3 can lead to new and 
stronger results as opposed to the choice of /3 L I, . The third example 
illustrates the use of the projections and the matrix l? WC tacitly assume 
that the necessary continuity hypotheses are satisfied for all functions which 
appear in the equations in the examples. 
r:XAhlPLE 1. The scalar integro-differential function equation 
s’(t) .= a(t) x(t) -I- f hi(t) x(gJt)) j f-, h(t, s) x(2t - s) x(s) ds (27) 
i=l 
is a special case of (2). In (27), 7 satisfies the inequality 1 < 77 :<:I ~3 and 
whenever q = co, we require that the right side of (27) is well defined 
(that is, WC disregard the question about the convergence of the series 
in (27)) and 
lim ~~(2) :: gn(t), 
i at) 
(t E R). 
These last two requirements are not necessary if 7 < Cc. 
Take as the compact set 13, B : [-3, 11, and define the composition 
function x on R x R to R by 
f g,(t), 
/ 
0 = - -2 - li;, t c R, i : = 1, 2 ,..., q; 
g< g(t) :- (1 --I- i) i(gi,.l(t) - g&))[8 1 2 $- (i t 1)-l], 
--2 -. l/i < 0 < -2 .- 1 /(i + 1), t c R, i = 1, 2 ,..., ‘I - 1; 
a(z, 4 .-= “‘(t -’ 1) -1 (8 + 1)[t - 1 --- g,(t)]/[l -f l/7& 
I 
-2 -; < 8 -‘-: -1, PER; 
\ti 0, -1 <O< 1,tcR. 
I$‘e take /3 -.-. 1; then, for any pair (t, 4’,) in R x C[B, R]. 
f(t, $) = $I hi(t) J,(-- -2 - l/i) -:- f k(t, t -. s) 4”(s) $(--s) ds. 
0 
Hence, the functional formulation of (2) can handle an infinite number 
of discretely distributed arguments as well as continuously distributed ones. 
It has been shown in [l 1, Example I] that the function /I may be used 
advantageously in asymptotic behavior problems. However, in that example 
the coefficient function is not continuous on R as is required here. The 
following example shows that the function /3 is useful, even for the dimension 
II =- 1, in the setting of this paper. 
EX~IMPLE 2. The scalar differential equation 
y’(t) = -2t[l + exp Ply(t) w 
has the fundamental solution 
y(t) = exp(-exp t’) exp(-P). 
A computation shows that 
1 exp(-t”) exp( -exp t2) J’: exp s2 exp(exp s2) ds 1 
-<, exp(--t2)[exp(e + 1) L 11, t E R. (2% 
To illustrate the differences in the hypotheses when ,B(t) = 1 and 
,8(t) = cxp(ts) (this choice of j3 is motivated by (29)), we consider the equation 
x’(t) =.- -21[1 , I exp t2] x(t) f- u(t) x’(t - l), T > 0. 
Let B = [--I, 0] and take a(t, 0) = t -+ 0, (t, 0) E R x II. If we take 
/3(t) L= exp(t2) and define 
y(t) = M~yGo ed.-(t -+ fl>21, t E H, 
then, it follows that 
:f(t, 4): = I a(t) PI-l)i G I a(t)! fW(_~y$ert+s’ll 4(-1)il’>, 
When ,8(t) G= 1, we have 
(t, #) E R x C[B, R]. (30) 
! f(t, Il,)i .< a(t)1 I G(-- 1) r, (t, I/J) E R x C[B, R]. (31) 
Comparing the above two choices in regard to the hypothesis (lo), (31) 
gives lim;,,,, a(t)! -7 0 but (30) allows the coefficient u(t) to satisfy the 
much weaker condition limit’,, 1 a(t)/ y’(t) = : 0. The conclusion (II) of 
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Theorem 1 is also improved by using /3(t) = et* instead of /3(t) =- 1 since 
,lili, ert* ; x(t)\ .= 0. 
is a much stronger result than 
EXAMPLE 3. The use of the projections Pi (i = 0, fl, co) and the 
matrix r are now illustrated in connection with the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 
Suppose y =. : col(y, , yz , y3 , y4) and that the matrix 
A(t) = diag(--2, --- 1, 1,2t). 
The fundamental matrix Y(t) of (I) with Y(0) = /, is 
Y(t) = diag(e-*‘, eet, et, e@). 
As the projections Pi we take 
P-, = diag(O, 1,0,0); Pa = diag( 1, 0, 0,O); 
P, =.- diag(O, 0, 1,O); Pz L-. diag(O, 0, 0, 1). 
The matrices Gi(t, s) are 
and 
CD.-r(t; s) = diag(O, exp[-(t - s)], 0,O) 
@a(t; s) _= diag(exp[-(2” - s”)], 0, 0, 0); 
@,(t; s) = diag(O, 0, exp(t - s), 0). 
In order that f .= col( fr , fa ,f,s , f4) b e an admissible perturbation term 
for Theorem 1, (iii) must be satisfied. For this example, (iii) reduces to 
f4 =I 0. 
If I’(Z) c I4 and p(t) : I,, then taking the norm of a vector as the sum 
of the absolute values of the components it follows that (7) is satisfied with 
K = 5i2 + e. If r is taken as r(t) = diag(\ t 1 + 1, 1, I, 1) then (7) is 
still valid with /3(t) F I, and K ::= 3 + e. The function r may be used to 
sharpen the condition (8) in the following way. When r(t) = I, and 
p(t) = I4 then. using a genericf, (8) could be written as 
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But, if r(t) = diag(/ t j + 1, 1, 1, 1) and ,6(t) = I, then (8) would have the 
analogous form 
I ww(t, #)I = (I t I + 1)-l lflk 4)I + If,(c Y4I + I.&(4 $4 G 43 I $b Id 
(33) 
With regard to condition (IO), (33) is, in general, a weaker hypothesis than 
(34. 
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